Dear responsible divers...

In 2012, on the occasion of the 10th anniversary of the International guidelines for responsible diver, Longitude 181 Nature published the first International Guide of the responsible diving centers, with the support of Nature and Découvertes foundation.

Following the success of the first three issues, Longitude 181 Nature team is now working on a next issue for 2016.

**THIS GUIDE WANTS TO PUT FORWARD YOUR EFFORTS AND YOUR COMMITMENT IN FAVOUR OF THE ENVIRONMENT.**

All the diving center referenced in this guide have been enthousiast by this idea, where they might be located by the seaside or inland france. Old partners or newly comers, they joined us in this adventure of a more responsible diving.

In order to help the divers in their choice, and to give them the means to choose their diving centers according to the environmental actions taken, the Guide is showing for each diving center :

- A presentation
- A summary of its actions
- An assessment of its eco-responsibility taking into account all facets of the functioning of your center.

**All information included in this guide are based on the self-assessment grid that we propose you to answer.**

You will find here attached the 2 pages of the auto-assessment grid 2016 to be filled up and returned by mail together with 2 nice underwater photos and you logo.

We look forward hearing from you and does hope get soon your answers for this issue 2016.


Aquatically,

Patrice BUREAU
Chairman
Ambassador centers coordinator